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These are definitely interesting times that we live in. Taking on the role of Head of
Teaching and Learning at the College, when I was coming from a different educational
sector was always going to be a busy start. Adding to this the rapidly changing scene
with COVID-19 and the impact this has on teaching and learning, it is safe to say we’ve
all had a busy start.
 
What has been clear to me from an early stage is how welcoming the College is and
the strong collegial approach amongst staff. I’ve had a steep learning curve of learning
names of students and staff, getting to know people and supporting them with teaching
and learning. Needless to say, the nurturing approach that the school provides has
supported me in my transition and I have been made to feel quite at home.
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The recent focus on remote learning to support families who are self-isolating has been interesting. The anxiety
levels of parents needing to support their students at home in their learning, is matched by the anxiety levels of
teachers who have never needed to deliver learning remotely. Teachers naturally want to do the best for their
students at all year levels - add to this the pressure of getting students through their SACE and the current
situation can be overwhelming.
 
A range of technologies have been selected to support learning, this includes live Zoom calls, watch anytime
videos, online content in SEQTA and Google G-suite. This has meant a steep learning curve for teachers along
with a huge time commitment as they digitise their current learning materials and resources.
 
Our team, however, is rising to the occasion. Strong leadership and collegiate staff supporting each other have
come together to provide the best opportunities for your children, developing new content, training other staff,
supporting other staff and learning the new online platforms.
 
I have just walked out of a classroom of those remaining students at school to discover an impromptu Zoom
meeting between a student at home and a student in the classroom. They were supporting each other with maths
to ensure they both understood the concepts they were learning.
 
Continued on Page 2...
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This collaborative, supportive attitude is embedded into the culture of the College and is evident
everywhere that you look. I am proud to be a member of the St Martins Community and believe that we
truly are “Stronger Together”.

Ecclesiastes 4:9-10
Two are better than one, because they have a good return for their labour:
If either of them falls down, one can help the other up. But pity anyone who falls and has no one to help
them up.

Jason Plunkett
Head of Teaching and Learning

A MESSAGE FROM THEHEAD OF TEACHING AND LEARNING

Students from Year 8 English classes recently undertook presentations across a range of topics – their task was 
to effectively instruct their audiences.  Topics included how to cook dumplings, how to kick a football, how to 
feed calves, how to play netball and how to maintain your motorbike. Students used a combination of live 
presentation and video formatting to present their topics; some students created a character as part of their 
presentation.  An opportunity to provide constructive feedback to their peers about the presentations and 
then also, individually, reflect on their processes and final presentations was explored by some students, as 
well.

Allison McDonnell
Teacher

YEAR8 ENGLISH

Please note that Term 2 will now commence on Monday 27 April. While this day was originally intended
to be a student free day, it has been decided to reinstate it as a normal school day. 

The learning format will be in accordance with the current information at that time. More information will
be provided depending on Government advice as it comes to hand.

TERM 2 - STUDENTFREEDAY CANCELLED



Michele van Niekerk began working at the College in
2018. Her role included assisting in the Front and Ark
offices when required. In 2019 Michele took on the
role of Uniform Shop Coordinator and now works
Tuesdays and Thursdays ensuring the shop is well
maintained and families have access to the required
College uniform.

While a majority of the College's students are learning at home, the schools groundsmen have taken advantage
of the quieter times and actioned some improvements on campus. The hard courts have been line marked, with
courts for tennis, basketball and netball across the 4 playing spaces. This addition allows students and classes to
use the multipurpose space for a variety of sporting activities. A fence has also been installed around the
indigenous 'bush tucker' garden to protect the plants growing there.
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COLLEGE IMPROVEMENTS

UNIFORM SHOP AND  SMOSHC TEAM

Jasmin Berry began at St Martins in 2019, taking on the role of SMOSHC Director. SMOSHC is an important
service to many of our families in the Junior School. Jasmin and the SMOSHC team strive to provide an enriching
after school hours care service to students.
 
Alison Tschirn also joined the SMOSHC team in 2019 as the Assistant SMOSHC Director. Alison is dedicated to
ensuring that SMOSHC is a positive and enjoyable experience for our students. 
 

The Stage 2 building is continuing to progress well.
Last month the builders completed the brickwork and
installed the windows, while this week saw the
installation of the outside cladding and gyprocking
begin on the second storey.
 
The completion of the building is on track for the end
of May, with the aim of students using the space from
second semester onwards.

STAGE 2 BUILDING 
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LIBRARY NEWS

Premier's Reading Challenge
 
We have had an update from the South Australian, PRC. As a
result of many children now working online or away from school,
the PRC are allowing any books or material of the children’s own
choosing. As children complete the challenge, their forms can be
scanned and sent back to us at school or you can keep them in a
safe place for when you return to school.
 
Get Borrowbox. If you have a Mount Gambier Library card you can
download free ebooks and eAudiobooks using the Borrowbox app.
These are also allowed. The PRC is open for anyone in Years
Foundation to 12 and includes books required to be read in all
subject areas.
 
Rosie Bronca and Karin Block
Library

STUDENT ACHIEVEMENT

Tia Lawrie
 
Recently Year 7 student Tia Lawrie was selected into the Lower South East
SAPSASA Division 1 tennis team. Tia was selected along with 13 other students
from the region who competed in the 4 day tournament in Adelaide. 

Blake Vause
 
Year 7 student Blake Vause was recently selected into the Lower South East
SAPSASA cricket team. In Week 8 Blake travelled to Adelaide to compete in the 4
day SAPSASA tournament along with other Year 6 and 7 students from the region.
The Lower South East team competed in Division 2 and after defeating the Mid
South East team claimed the Division 2 title, earning them a promotion into
Division 1 for 2021.
 
Blake was a crucial member of the team's top order throughout the week, scoring
a classy 29 one day and taking a few excellent catches along the way.

COMPETITION TIME

We want to see your child's remote learning space! Take a photo of your child(ren) learning at home and email it
to news@stmartins.sa.edu.au for your chance to win a $20 Canteen Voucher. The winner will be drawn on the
last day of Term 1 2020.
 
The only condition is that they must be wearing a St Martins shirt or polo top in the photo.

http://stmartins.sa.edu.au/


There are many factors which influence an individual’s capacity to manage change. As mentioned, some people
are naturally more sensitive, risk adverse and cautious than others and it is true that our personalities play a role
in our attitudes to change. Circumstances at the time of the change are also significant, and sometimes we are
less equipped to deal with change when there are numerous changes happening at the same time, and we can
quickly feel overwhelmed by the uncertainty and stress which results.
 
Of significance too is the way the change comes upon us. A change that we have initiated ourselves with
thought, consideration and planning make us feel more in control, and unsurprisingly these changes are usually
easier to cope with. More challenging, however, are those changes that we least expect, that take us by surprise,
that we have not actively sought and where we feel others are making decisions about circumstances that impact
us.
 
We are all living in a situation currently that represents immense change. Working from home, home-schooling
our children, being physically isolated from friends and loved ones, loss of income, cancellation of normal
activities, concern about our health and significant uncertainty about the future. At times it seems the world has
been turned upside down and we are all just trying our best to adjust to a new normal.
 
One of the strategies I talk with children and young people about is the way our thinking affects our feelings, and
consequently our behaviour. This is particularly important around times of significant change, such as we are
experiencing. When we are unable to alter the environment or circumstance, we still do have control over the
thoughts we have about those circumstances. We can choose to look for the positives about the situation and
consider what might be the lesson learned for the future. During a conversation with a parent yesterday, she
commented that she and her husband were really appreciating spending more time with their children. What a
beautiful silver lining in these difficult times!
 
For me, these times of uncertainty and change are when I am reminded that God is in control and that he has a
plan for each of us. Although we don’t always fully understand his timing and may not clearly see his vision, he is
constant and reliable in his love. 
 
Joshua 1:9 “Have I not commanded you? Be strong and courageous. Do not be afraid; do not be discouraged.
For the Lord your God will be with you wherever you go.”
 
Further wellbeing resources can be found on the College website or by clicking here.
 
Jane Savage
School Counsellor
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MESSAGE FROM THE COLLEGE COUNSELLOR

Many of the conversations I have with children and young people at
school, involve managing change. Changes in friendship groups, living
situations, changes to physical health, changes in relationships, changes
in expectations and so on. Generally, with most of the issues that come
my way, there is an underlying theme of coping with change. 
 
Each of us cope with change differently. Some seek change regularly
and embrace the challenges and opportunities that come with them, and
others resist change at all costs, preferring the safety of the familiar and
comfortable.

https://stmartins.sa.edu.au/parent-portal/wellbeing/


 

 

SMOSHC Holiday Program Term 1 

Monday 
13/4 

Tuesday 
14/4 

Wednesday 
15/4 

Thursday 16/4 Friday  17/4 

Easter 
Monday  
Public  
Holiday 

Start a 
compost bin 
together to 
extend on our 
sustainability. 
 

Teddy Bear 
Picnic. Let’s 
see what the 
weather is 
like and find a 
nice spot for a 
picnic. 
 SMOSHC provide 
the teddies for 

today 😊 

Coding 
Scavenger Hunt 
Day. Working in 
teams, let’s see 
what our 
treasure is 
going to be. 
 
Wall of Fame 
Book. It’s time 
to update our 
Wall of Fame 

😊 
 

Sports 

 Netball 

 Basketball  

 Netball 

 Soccer 
and Gym Day 

 Long jump 

 Parachute 
game 

Come prepared 
in comfy 
pyjamas and 
ready to vote for 
a movie. 
 
Art and Creating 
Day  

 Story 
stones  

 Marble 
paintings 

 Create a 
kite 

Monday 
20/4 

Tuesday 
21/4 

Wednesday 
22/4 

Thursday 23/4 Friday 24/4 

Come 
prepared 
in comfy 
sporting 
colours 
 
Loom Band 
Day let’s 
make some 
patterns! 
 

Cardboard 
Castle Day. 
Mirrored 
paintings  
 
Nature Hunt 
– What can 
you find/spot 
outside? 

Science 
Experiment 
Day. 

 Growing 
Crystals  

 Slime and 
Goo 

• Mixing 
colours 

Wheels Day. 
Don’t forget to 
bring a helmet, 
closed in shoes 
and long 
sleeves. 
 
Fine Motor Day. 
Creating 
patterns with 
buttons and 
beads.  

Ninja Warrior 
Course Day 

 Timed 
experience 

Playdough Day.  
Each person will 
get a bag of 
playdough with 
their name on it, 
ready for some 
creating. 
Stop Motion 
Movie Magic   




